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ABSTRACT 
Considerate amount of research has proposed optimization-based approaches employing various 
vibration parameters for structural damage diagnosis. The damage detection by these methods is in 
fact a result of updating the analytical structural model in line with the current physical model. The 
feasibility of these approaches has been proven. But most of the verification has been done on 
simple structures, such as beams or plates. In the application on a complex structure, like steel 
truss bridges, a traditional optimization process will cost massive computational resources and 
lengthy convergence. This study presents a multi-layer genetic algorithm (ML-GA) to overcome 
the problem. Unlike the tedious convergence process in a conventional damage optimization 
process, in each layer, the proposed algorithm divides the GA’s population into groups with a less 
number of damage candidates; then, the converged population in each group evolves as an initial 
population of the next layer, where the groups merge to larger groups. In a damage detection 
process featuring ML-GA, as parallel computation can be implemented, the optimization 
performance and computational efficiency can be enhanced. In order to assess the proposed 
algorithm, the modal strain energy correlation (MSEC) has been considered as the objective 
function. Several damage scenarios of a complex steel truss bridge’s finite element model have 
been employed to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of ML-GA, against a conventional 
GA. In both single- and multiple damage scenarios, the analytical and experimental study shows 
that the MSEC index has achieved excellent damage indication and efficiency using the proposed 
ML-GA, whereas the conventional GA only converges at a local solution. 
KEYWORDS 
Structural vibration, Damage detection, Truss bridges, Genetic algorithm, Model 
strain energy, Optimization-based methods. 
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Introduction 
In recent decades, considerate amount of methods have been proposed to solve damage detection 
problems of civil structures. Among them, a number of damage indicators are formulated from the 
vibration parameters, such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal strain energy. It is 
claimed that measuring the correlation between the change in a experimentally identified vibration 
parameter, and the change of the same parameter estimated from the analytical model, has 
provided a great deal of possibility of damage detection. As pioneers in this area, Cawley and 
Adams, (1979) investigated a method of similarity ratio of the change in natural frequencies. This 
optimization-based index was verified to be sensitive for identifying the damage in aluminium and 
carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic plate structures. Messina et al., (1996) later derived a damage 
localization assurance criterion (DLAC) index. In DLAC the change of natural frequencies 
before/after a damage incidence occurs is evaluated. Later, the same authors provided an extended 
version of the DLAC index which accommodates multiple damage scenarios (Messina et al., 
1998); and on top of the precedent work, Shi et al., (2000) and Wang et al., (2010) derived the 
correlation evaluation formula making use of mode shapes and modal strain energy, respectively. 
Other popular vibration parameters absorbing research interests include modal strain energy 
(Carrasco et al., 1997; Park et al., 2001), modal flexibility (Bernal, 2002; Gao and Spencer, 2006), 
mode shape curvature (Maeck and De Roeck, 1999; Wang et al., 2000), and strain (slope) of mode 
shapes (Abdo and Hori, 2002; Sazonov et al., 2003). In the majority of the correlation-based 
methods, the damage detection process is regarded as an inverse problem. And the solution to this 
inverse problem can possibly be solved by advanced optimization algorithms. For instance, 
constrained least-squares (Luber, 1997; Pothisiri and Hjelmstad, 2003), linear matrix inequality 
(Abdalla et al., 2003), multi-criteria non-linear optimization (Hassiotis, 2000; Hassiotis and Jeong, 
1993, 1995), and most recently, genetic algorithms (GA) (Chou and Ghaboussi, 2001; Friswell et 
al., 1998; Guo and Li, 2009; Perera et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) have been well studied in the 
application of damage detection problems. The existing damage indicators incorporating with an 
advanced optimization algorithm are proven to be damage sensitive, if the number of damage 
candidates is relatively small and the underlying structure is simple; however, this can hardly be a 
case for realistic bridge structures. Because they have a greatly increased number of damage 
candidates which will lead to a time-consuming convergence in damage detection process. In 
addition, the local optima can cause a false damage judgement as a result. 
 
In order to overcome the efficiency problem in the vibration-based damage detection of a complex 
bridge structure having a large number of elements, this paper suggests the use of a multi-layer 
genetic algorithm (ML-GA). The correlation coefficient of modal strain energy change was 
employed as an objective function in the optimization process by ML-GA. Comparative study on a 
numerical truss bridge model against a traditional damage detection optimization process has 
proven that the proposed ML-GA scheme can minimise detection errors as well as reduce the 
computational cost, for both single and multiple damage scenarios. 
Genetic algorithm in structural damage detection 
Being witnessed by a lot of publications, GA has significant potential in solving highly nonlinear 
optimization problems without knowing the complex relationship between design variable and the 
objective function. The effectiveness of using GA with some correlation-based damage detection 
methods has also been verified through the simple truss or beam examples in references (Chou and 
Ghaboussi, 2001; Friswell et al., 1998; Guo and Li, 2009; Perera et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). 
GA has a concept that imitates the mechanisms of biological evolution process (Goldberg, 1989). 
The optimization strategy of GA is based on the ‘survival of the fittest’ principle. The key 
procedure of a GA consists of the following steps: encoding, formation of an initial population, 
selection, crossover, mutation, and migration. 
 
In the application of GA in a damage detection process, the above process repeats over a number 
of generations until the fitness function converges to a desirable value. Figure 1 shows the main 
procedures that a typical GA flows. 
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Figure 1. Schematic flowchart of a typical GA application in damage detection 
Multi-layer genetic algorithm 
A real world civil structure is often complex; therefore, the convergence process by a traditional 
GA can be prolonged. In a larger solution domain, additionally, a traditional GA is likely to be 
obstructed by local optima. To compensate this limit, this study employed a multi-layer scheme for 
a traditional genetic algorithm in damage detection. The ML-GA can be jointly working with any 
optimization-based damage indicators. The ML-GA is manipulated by dividing the detection 
process into multiple layers.  
 
In the first layer, the interested solution domain is decomposed into small groups according to the 
function of structural components. For instance, the truss bridge structure can be grouped by upper 
chords, lower chords, struts, beams, vertical webs, diagonal webs and horizontal webs. The 
optimization for designated correlation method is then simultaneously carried out in each of the 
groups with the assumption that no influence is made by the damage from other groups. Other than 
a traditional GA optimization searching the entire solution domain, each group in ML-GA 
maintains a significantly reduced population size in the optimising process. This feature enables an 
efficient convergence to preliminary detection results. While the groups do not necessarily employ 
the same optimization settings, they must maintain identical population size in order to be 
combined in the next layer.  
 
In the second layer, the small groups merge to larger groups with the optimization starting point 
inherited from the first layer’s converged population. It is likely that the fitness value of the best 
individual in the first layer groups varies; hence, prior to implementing optimization in this layer 
the following equation is governed to exclude such difference 
              1, , ,1 , 1α α αl l l ll l lini n m conv m m Ln conv m Lnm conv mP P P P                      (1) 
where 
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       maxα exp l llm md y y      (2) 
where   ,lconv mP  is the converged population for group m in layer l;  1,lini nP   is the initial population 
for the larger group n (n<m) in the upper layer; Ln is the number of groups to be combined in the 
next layer. 
 
In the lth layer, the scalar  α lm  is a penalty factor which is used to ensure that the converged 
individuals in group m are in the same scale to others. In Eq.(2), 
 l
my  is the average fitness value 
among the convergence population for group m in layer l; 
 
max
l
y  is the maximum average fitness 
value in the same layer; d denotes the decaying constant; it can be determined after preliminary 
analysis. 
 
This procedure repeats until it ends up with the final layer where one group includes the whole 
suspected damaged elements; then, we only need minor optimization effort to fine tune the 
ultimate detection outcome. Figure 2 demonstrates the scheme of a typical three-layer ML-GA. 
 
 
Figure 2. Evolutional scheme of a three-layer ML-GA 
 
Owing to the statistical feature of a GA, some positive or negative errors can happen and disturb 
the optimization results. In order to minimize this kind of errors, different rules of group 
combinations may be applied in the lower layer(s); in other words, group one may be combined 
with group three, instead of group two, to make a new group for the next layer. Also, the whole 
ML-GA procedure, including the optimizations in each layer, is required to be independently 
repeated for a few times. 
 
Since ML-GA substantially reduces the optimization space by introducing the grouping idea, it 
enables fast convergence and the possibility of parallel computation. More importantly, thanks to 
the smaller search space, ML-GA takes much less risk of being locally converged comparing to a 
common (single-layer) GA. The optimised starting-point in each layer significantly catalyses the 
evolving process towards a final solution. It is noted that operational manipulation of each layer 
needs knowledge to monitor the optimization process; also, preliminary analysis is required to 
achieve the optimal settings. 
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Numerical simulations 
Damage indicator (objective function) 
This study considered a modal strain energy correlation index (Wang, et al., 2010b) that has been 
proven to be feasible for damage detection for truss bridge structures. Followed is the objective 
function. 
              
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 (3) 
where MSE is the vector of the measured modal strain energy change. MSE is the vector of the 
modal strain energy change estimated in a nominated damage case. In successive optimization 
generations, MSE is calculated from the mode shapes obtained from an eigensolution in the 
optimization loops; then, the theoretical MSE change of jth element and kth mode subject to a 
known damage case is obtained by 
          T T0 0 0 0δ k d dj k j k k j kMSE K K             (4) 
where 0k and dk are the mode shape vectors before and after the damage occurrence, respectively.
0
jK is the stiffness matrix of the intact structure outputted from the finite element model (FEM) of 
the underlying structure. 
Case study model: a through truss bridge 
The FE model of a three-dimensional through truss bridge was employed to explain and verify the 
proposed ML-GA scheme. The bridge model is 8550mm long, 1800mm high, and 900mm wide; 
its dimensions are illustrated in Figure 3. In the longitudinal direction (x-axis), the structure joints 
are at the spacing of 450mm except at the end joints, where the spacing is 225mm. In the vertical 
direction (z-axis), the structure is jointed every 450mm. Refer to (Wang, 2012) for more details of 
the material. 
 
 
Figure 3. Dimension of the through-truss bridge model (mm) 
Damage scenarios 
Table 1 shows the damage locations considered in this study. In the condition of single damage, 
two scenarios by different damage grades were simulated: (1) stiffness reduction of the 5th element 
by 25% (CASE_01a) and (2) 50% (CASE_01b), respectively. In the multiple-damage scenario 
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(CASE_02), the 5th and 61st elements lost stiffness by 25% and 50%, respectively. For the sake of 
simplicity, the bracing truss members of the bridge model were excluded from suspicious elements. 
Thus there were 248 structural elements included in the solution space of the damage detection 
analysis. 
Table 1. List of Damage Scenarios 
Damage Scenario Location (Element no.) 
Damage 
Severity 
CASE_01a 5th 25% 
CASE_01b 5th 50% 
CASE_02 61st 50% 
Results and discussions 
The vibration parameters of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th modes were adopted in this study as they have 
been verified in the experiments (Wang, 2012). According to the working scheme of ML-GA, the 
truss elements of the truss bridge model were initially divided into seven groups in a three-layer 
GA structure, as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Element grouping of the through-truss bridge in ML-GA 
 Structural components 
Groups in  Groups in  Groups in 
Layer 1 Size  Layer 2 Size  Layer 3 Size 
1 Beam G1(1) 21 
G1(2) 79  
G1(3) 248 
2 Verticals G2(1) 58 
3 Lower cords G3(1) 40 
 
G2(2) 80 
4 Upper cords G4(1) 40 
5 Horizontal web G5
(1) 8 
 
G3(2) 89 6 Struts G6(1) 29 
7 Diagonals G7(1) 52 
 
In order to allow adequate solution diversity in the search pool for every generation, but maintain 
acceptable convergence time, the population size was set 300. The probability fraction for 
crossover was 0.85 in that the simulations proved that the smaller crossover probability may 
significantly decelerate optimization process. Adaptive feasible was chosen as the mutation 
method which randomly generates adaptive directions towards the last successful or unsuccessful 
generation so that all damage extent (from 0 to 100%) can be presumably achieved by the mutated 
genes. The trial optimizations also suggested that it was optimal to have 13 generations as 
migration interval and four elites counted among each generation. The convergence tolerance was 
optimally set as 1e-8 for the sake of shorter convergence time. The lower and upper bounds of the 
initial population and the descendant populations was [0; 1e-8] and [0; 1.0], respectively. 
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Figure 4. Final layer results of correlation-based damage detection for single damage scenario with 
5% noise: (a) CASE_01a; (b) CASE_01b 
 
Figure 4(a) shows the final result of the scenario CASE_01a. At the convergence point, the ML-
GA successfully captured the damage in peak value. Because of the mild damage extent, some 
judgement errors existed in the final layer; but the extent of these errors was all shorter than half of 
the 5th element. The result indicated that, if this were a real case, the check of the 5th element 
should be considered in priority, while the damage indication at the other elements, for instance 
the 2nd, 52nd, 100th, 149th, and 154th is to be confirmed later. When the damage’s severity at the 
same position increased to 50%, Figure 4(b) gives a convincing outcome with substantially 
reduced detection errors. This shows that, when damage became severe, the correlation-based 
method performed better. 
 
 
Figure 5. Layer results of correlation-based damage detection for multiple-damage scenario with 
5% noise: CASE_02 
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When it came to the multiple-damage scenario, with additional damage occurring at the 61st 
element with 50% extent, the proposed method outperformed its detection for the single damage 
scenarios. In detail, Figure 5 shows the convergence results for each layer, accompanying the 
calculated penalty factors (d = 1.0). 
  
It was seen clear that the group including the positions of the higher extent damage (the 61st 
element) dominated the optimizations in all layers; however, the detection result was uncertain 
until it ended up with the final layer. In practical applications, such anticipation can give the 
analyst prior knowledge on where the damage might be at an earlier stage before the optimization 
finally converges. Also, taking advantages of the results in the previous GA layers, it demonstrates 
that the optimization in the final layer only underwent 24 generations to achieve the convergence 
value of 0.9327 in the final layer. In all the analyses, the relative damage extent was successfully 
identified. 
 
 
Figure 6. Single-layer GA results of correlation-based damage detection for multiple-damage 
scenario with 5% noise: CASE_02 
 
Figure 6 shows the result of the damage detection of CASE_02 scenario using a traditional GA 
(single layer). It was observed that, at convergence, there are quite a few false errors, especially 
the obvious at the 51st, 58th, 99th, 126th, 141st, 164th, and 192nd elements. Therefore, the direct 
comparison to the results made by ML-GA indicates noteworthy improvements for the proposed 
method. 
  
Table 3 also compares the performance of damage detection methods using ML-GA against the 
traditional GA in convergence efficiency. It was noted that if a parallel computation has been 
adopted, ML-GA for each group in the lower layers would implement simultaneously; therefore, 
the total time elapsed in damage detection would reduce. 
Table 3. Computational performance comparison of ML-GA and traditional GA on CASE_02 
 No. of GA generations Computation Time (sec) 
Final 
convergence 
fitness 
Detection 
result 
Traditional 
GA 127 41,065 0.937 
61st identified 
with many 
false alarms 
ML-GA 
layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 
108,176 0.933 5
th and 61st 
identified 25 26 24 
Experimental study 
The proposed method was experimentally verified through a physical damage scenario; the 
scenario was simulated by removing a diagonal member from the laboratory truss bridge model as 
Figure 7 shows. This member was chosen in an arbitrary manner; it was supposed to take a minor 
axial force (compression) at the position. The MSE change before/after damage was measured by 
the enhanced frequency domain decomposition. The MSE change of four identified modes was 
considered in the damage analysis. The reference (Wang, 2012) gives detail information about the 
modal identification of this structure. 
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Figure 7. Illustration of the removed diagonal element of the experimental model 
 
Figure 8 shows the change in MSE after the damage. It is to be noted that, for a clarity reason, the 
elements whose joints have no measurement points are excluded in the plots. Therefore, the 
sequence of elements is independent on each other and varies among the four modes. Except at 
some elements in mode 5, it was noted that the MSE change was not obvious after the removal of 
an element; there is no clear indication of damage by directly looking at the MSE change from the 
measurement. 
 
 
 
Removed 
element 
Removed 
element 
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Figure 8. Elemental MSE change after the damage of the mode 1, 2, 3, and 5 
 
In the application of DMSEC method both the theoretical and identified mode shapes were 
normalised to one; they were then used in the calculation for DMSEC damage vectors. The change 
of MSE vectors in absolute values was obtained from the identified mode shapes before/after the 
damage occurrence. It was noted that the incomplete measurements of the undamaged and 
damaged condition led to 49 measurement points (DOFs); therefore, only the mode shape at these 
49 DOFs were used to produce MSE vectors. The reduced mode shape vectors for the first three 
modes have a size of 49 items. Because the 5th mode shape was in the longitudinal direction, it had 
fewer non-zero items than the other modes. 
 
Here, in order to test the ML-GA’s applicability using different grouping methods, the elements 
were divided into four groups as Table 4 shows 
Table 4. Revised element grouping of the through-truss bridge in ML-GA 
Structural 
components 
Groups in  Groups in  Groups in 
Layer 1 Size  Layer 2 Size  Layer 3 Size 
1 Front truss  G1(1) 95 
 
G1(2) 95  
 
G1(3) 248 
2 Back truss G2(1) 95 G2(2) 95 
3 Beams  G3(1) 21 
 
G3(2) 58 
4 Frames and struts G4
(1) 37 
 
The damage detection process converged with a similar computation cost comparing with the 
numerical analysis in the previous section. Figure 9 and Figure 10 have shown the convergence in 
the first layer of the “Beams” group (G3), and the “Frames and struts” group (G4), respectively. It 
was seen that at the end of the first layer, these groups showed high correlation scores; the damage 
extents at the convergence were relatively low, after 108 generations for the “Beams” group, and 
after 41 generations for the “Frames and struts” group. In the other two groups at the first layer, 
the condition was similar. 
Removed 
element 
Removed 
element 
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Figure 9 The process of GA convergence of the “Beams” group 
 
 
Figure 10. The process of GA convergence of the “Frames and struts” group 
 
After the final layer where all the elements were included in one group, the damage detection 
finished. The result and the whole detection process with the three GA layers are summarised in 
Figure 11. The convergence was met in less than 150 generations for all the layers. The red dot-
line indicates the actual damage location at the 48th element. Similar to the numerical result, in the 
final layer of GA, optimisation result clearly agreed with the actual damage by both the location 
and severity. It was also noted a number of false alarms could not be eliminated at the convergence; 
these errors, however, doesn’t affect the judgement of the actual damage information. In this 
analysis, the proposed method has outstanding performance given the use of a highly incomplete 
measurement data as well as the contamination of the unknown noise. 
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Figure 11. Layer results of correlation-based damage detection for multiple-damage scenario with 
the practical damage 
Conclusions 
This paper has introduced a multi-layer genetic algorithm for damage detection of truss bridge 
structures. In its concept, the structure’s damage-suspicious elements are divided into a few groups 
for optimization purpose. ML-GA has a few advantages over a traditional GA in damage detection: 
small size of search space for each group; convenient convergence in the final layer to a global 
solution; less possibility of local optima; and computing efficiency. In the damage detection study 
on a complex truss bridge model, the proposed ML-GA scheme has been verified using a 
correlation function of modal strain energy change as the objective function. Both single and 
multiple damage scenarios with simulated measurement noise have been attempted. The 
simulation and experimental study results show effectiveness and efficiency of the ML-GA 
scheme in damage detection for complex bridge structures. 
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